Title: Use Simple Terms

Slide 1: Simple Term #1: "AND"

Slide 2: "AND"

"AND" tells the database to look for items with both terms: Big Bang Theory AND Television Show

Slide 3: This search would give you results about the television show the big bang theory

Slide 4: Simple Word #2: "OR"

Big Bang Theory OR Television Show

Slide 5: This search would give you results about the big bang theory (a scientific theory) and any television show

Big Bang Theory OR Television Show

Slide 6: Simple Word #3: "NOT"

Big Bang Theory NOT Television Show

Slide 7: This search would give you results about the scientific theory known as the big bang theory but NOT results about the TV show with the same name

Big Bang Theory NOT Television Show

Slide 8: Next Step: The next step is to Combine multiple simple words with parentheses

Slide 9: Using parenthesis would tell the database to search these terms first

(Big Bang Theory or Television Show) AND Cuoco, Kaley

Slide 10: Then the database would search for items that mention the actress Kaley Cuoco and the big bang theory or any television show

(Big Bang Theory or Television Show) AND Cuoco, Kaley